
UNIVERSAL EXPONENTIAL FORMULAS:
jointwork-in-progress with Nate Cornelius,
Davis Deaton, Lewis Dominguez, Eran Franchere,

Whatis an exponential formula?
Shahzad Kalloo, Nat Stapleton

power sum PR(X,-, Xn) =x+x +-+Xn sum of

homogeneous symmetric polynomial hils-,xn)=i,+in=ixs- win hamgenesof
degree t

hy(x,,xz) =x, +x4x2 +x,x +x3 ExponentialFormula:

h,(X - Xn) =p,(x,- xn)

up =7 hr-ipi mhmtM =exp(PRE
I

explt) =E



There is a robust analogy: hmt symmetric powers

Pr <> Adams operations 4K

Recall:G a finite group, RUIG) representation ring, 120

The Adams operations 4R:RUIG) -> RUCG) are characterized by
· PR is a ring homomorphism

=>PRC) =1 =>pR(n) =n

· if dim(U)=1, 4R(V) = VaR

· NR is natural in G

Analogy ->Symmtm =exp(E PREP) a givessimmeters
V afrivial E(m+n-1)tm

=exp(E at)
n =dim Y R(V)

G--rep
dimv

=n

&dim Sym" (V) n =Pr(1,1 - ,1)
=hml-,1)



InterpretRUSG) as KUGI); formulas upgrade to statements aboutcohomology
operations on KUG.
This is the heightone integral version ofthe following:

Evem (Ganter): In Mavava E-theory atheightn, prime p

I BmtM =exp)TE)d

me0

"symmetricpowers" Hecke operations

Goal:new, categorical proofofthis via universal properties

Question: Where do these formulas live?

Work with the representation ring case.



Note that Sym" factors through the Hotal) power operations

Sym": RU(G)
Pr

·RU1GxZm) IaS, RUIG
Vi >VOM, Im >Symm(V)

Remark: Pm is only
a multiplicative homomorphism ring homomorphism

L

↳Pat [Indent
RU(G) RU1GxIme > RUCGIItD

"Summa
power map down to get Eymmer

operation"
sends addition to multiplication commutative ring Gasts diagonallyvia

Remark: the name "total power I;acts on left

operation"is already taken. Uti. Wt=IndGxZi+;(ixw)t Ijacts on right
Summa is Latin,for total, Gx2;xZ;

and also this is a sum of "transfer multiplication"
power operations"
Creditto Adrielle Stapleton for the name)



Adams
ops
factor through power operations in a differentway

4*:RU(G)
PR

(RU(GxIm) <RUlGxZm)/Itr =RU(G)
Pm is multiplicative homomorphism, smallestideal such

e

thatthecamycosite is a+R =Pm)
Itis ring homomorphism ring homomorphism

generated by images
of Indez;its=m↑"additive power operation" i,j>0

Note explt)=I I4RIt]. Itlives in [(t)) <
ring of divided power series

m=0 m! Famte
So exp(Er, PRER) a priori lives in RUIG) [t]

·

Integer-valued
Whatabout an exponential formula for Prtm? Where should this live? class functions

on Im

RUlGxIn)t*E,HRUCG) GRUlm) t**, TRUCG) aclm,2) t
m20 me0

multiplication



Producton to RUIG1* C11Zm,2) t
assume G is trivial for convenience

Recall Sconjugacy classes in Im3 = S partitions x-m3
1 =1+1 +1 +3 +3r9

1m x =(x, x2, x3,-) with 2xii=m
x, =3,13 =2

CIC2m, X) has a basis of characteristic functions [1131m X! =3!2!

vector addition

transfer producton C115m. 4(th given by 1xt. 1+t=i Axtmt
I =1+2 +3 (x +t)=4

↓!=I did
I, =1, Iz =1

(x + t)! =4!1!2!



caim: CZm,)t" is a divided
power algebra
graded algebra such that

vector addition if 1xk 0, R! xR

1,tr. 1 +t =
()!
!!

*1+tmth

scalar multiplication
↓!=I did IRx

Rit= iAmoxtrm order of [ax Wh

Ix 2 ER

order of 2,
*

UI
index

M>0 12
xR

[x
Is =Ix:



Proposition:As functions RU(G) ->4RU(G) eCIIIm,)t
the functions IPrtM =exp(E 4**1rmtr)send addition
to multiplication meo ↑

partition Xi, br=1
Can recover previous exponential formula:

RU(G) -RUl6xInitM <RUCG)ItD

W

RAIG(aCl12m,XItM-RUIGYKt)>
↑

exponential formula here .......... - yields exponential formule here



Question:How general is this? When do we have exponential formulas?

Replace RU by
aglobal Green functor R.

R =(R*,Rx) R*: Group-> CRing, Rx: Group" ->Ab

R*(G) =Rx(G)

trf =Rx(H *k): R(H) - R(k)

+conditions

↑
Examples: RU, CI1-.7), C1-, 9), A, HY-iRinativeringBurnsidering

Spectrum



If R is a global Green functor, build a commutative ring RIID =moR(Zmht

productat"obts =tr*, (axP)ts prprR
*

R12:) aR 12;) -R (z,xz;)
aub I > aD

Whatplays the role of class functions?

Ix
RKI) =mom (RIE"/Itr) to

When R-RU, RUCEY/IN)**K
⑦ I =D12m, I)

↑Isunitof X +m

this ring
xdi

I:



Theorem: RKI) admits a canonical ring structure with a ring homomorphism

RII] > RK2)). Furthermore, RK2)) is a divided power algebra.

additive power operation bring hom

If Ris a global power functor, can build PMI: RIG) --R1Gx2m) -RGx[Itr
global Green functor +power operations Pm:R(G) > R(Gx2m)

Corollary:If R is a global power functer such that R(Gx2m) =R(G) @R/2m) for all Gim
then

I Pmt* =exp(E PR/I1.*Anniet") partition brk
XR =1

m?0

as functions RIG >R(G) RKE be careful with⑦

R(e) completions



Universal property: For an ordinarycommutative ring S with a hanamorphism*
R(G) 5RIID > SttB

cR(e)

R(G) - R(G) RIZD > SItD
homomorphism of

↓ I!

divided power algebras

R(G) =R42]- SYYE
R(e)

exponential formula
here.......... yields exponential formula here

Corollary: Recover Ganter's formula for R =E*(B1-)), S =E*
*of bialgebras!


